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bstract

The safety of gas cooled reactors (High Temperature Reactors (HTR), Very High Temperature Reactors (VHTR) or Gas Cooled Fast Reactors
GFR)) must be ensured by systems (active or passive) which maintain loads on component (fuel) and structures (vessel, containment) within
cceptable limits under accidental conditions. To achieve this objective, thermal–hydraulics computer codes are necessary tools to design, enhance
he performance and ensure a high safety level of the different reactors. Some key safety questions are related to the evaluation of decay heat
emoval and containment pressure and thermal loads. This requires accurate simulations of conduction, convection, thermal radiation transfers and
nergy storage. Coupling with neutronics is also an important modeling aspect for the determination of representative parameters such as neutronics
oefficient (Doppler coefficient, Moderator coeffcient, . . .), critical position of control rods, reactivity insertion aspects, . . .. For GFR, the high
ower density of the core and its necessary reduced dimension cannot rely only on passive systems for decay heat removal. Therefore, forced
onvection using active safety systems (gas blowers, heat exchangers, . . .) are highly recommended. Nevertheless, in case of station black-out, the
afety demonstration of the concept should be guaranteed by natural circulation heat removal. This could be performed by keeping a relatively high

ack-up pressure for pure helium convection and also by heavy gas injection. So, it is also necessary to model mixing of different gases, the on-set of
atural convection and the pressure and thermal loads onto the proximate or guard containment. In this paper, we report on the developments of the
AST3M/ARCTURUS thermal–hydraulics (Lumped Parameter and CFD) code developed at CEA, including its coupling to the neutronics code
RONOS2 and the system code CATHARE. Elementary validation cases are detailed, as well as application of the code to benchmark problems such
s the HTR-10 thermal–hydraulic exercise. Examples of containment thermal–hydraulics calculations for fast reactor design (GFR) are also detailed.
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. Introduction

The safety of gas cooled reactors must be ensured by active
r passive systems which fulfill the task of keeping loads on
omponent (fuel) and structures (vessel, containment) within
cceptable limits under accidental conditions at all moments.
o achieve this objective, thermal–hydraulics computer codes
re necessary tools to design, enhance the performance and

nsure a high safety level of the different reactors. ARC-
URUS is a multi-dimensional (2D and 3D) heat transfer and

hermal–hydraulics simulation tool developed by CEA for appli-
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ations to gas cooled reactors. Models, elementary test cases,
enchmark exercises and applications are developed and consol-
dated in the CAST3M platform environment, which is a general
urpose structural and fluid mechanics code. The first version
f ARCTURUS was released 2 years ago (Studer and Coulon,
003) and was applied to the High Temperature Engineering
eactor (HTTR) Vessel Cooling benchmark and MHTGR steady

tate calculations. Some new developments, verifications and
pplications are reported in the present article.

The first section is dedicated to GFR containment analyses
f a depressurization accident. This includes the development

f a lumped parameter thermal–hydraulics analyses using a
epressurization accident scenario coming from CATHARE
ode simulations. The second section focuses on GCR in-
essel thermal–hydraulics including the description of the

mailto:etienne.studer@cea.fr
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nucengdes.2007.03.016
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Nomenclature

Cp heat capacity
dH hydraulic diameter
f pressure loss coefficient
F friction term
g gravity
Gr Grashof number
h heat exchange coefficient
K friction coefficient
L length
Nu Nusselt number
p′ dynamic pressure
P pressure
Pr Prandtl number
Q mass flow rate
Re Reynolds number
S area
t time
T temperature
u, v, w fluid velocity
V volume
W volumetric heat source
x, y, z spatial coordinates
Y mass fraction

Greek letters
ε or β porosity (fluid volume/total volume)
φneutro neutronic heat flux
φrad radiative heat flux
γ isentropic coefficient
λ heat conductivity
μ dynamic viscosity
ρ density
ρf fluid density

Subscripts
cr critical
D homogenized value
eq equivalent
f fluid
in Inlet
j, k LP compartment number
l gaseous specie
m mean value
out outlet
s solid
T turbulent contribution
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1, 2, 3 location in the simplified depressurization model

RCTURUS “equivalent porous media” and 1D fluid/3D
hermal models, elementary verification of these models

nd application to the HTR-10 benchmark exercise. In the
hird section, we describe some coupling analyses between
hermal–hydraulics and neutronics for HTR reactors in order to
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nvestigate the importance of the various parameters in feedback
alculations. Conclusions follow.

. GFR Containment thermal–hydraulics

.1. Objectives

Current concepts of Gas Cooled Fast Reactors use helium
as as coolant under about 70 bars of total pressure. Reactor
essel depressurization accident is one of the accidents that
as to be considered to design the reactor core and the safety
ystems. The advantages of helium gas drastically disappear
hen the pressure decreases. So, as far as passive residual heat

emoval is concerned, helium is not the most interesting gas
nless a sufficient pressure is maintained within the reactor ves-
el (including the guard containment) or a heavier gas is added.

leak–tight containment is first chosen to prevent any off-site
adioactive release in post-accidental situations. An important
afety issue is to properly justify the containment (pre)design,
aking into account the thermal and mechanical loadings which
ould occur in postulated depressurization accidents. In previous
xploratory studies (Poette, 2004; Dumaz et al., 2005), the con-
ainment also had the safety function described above which is
o ensure, in depressurization accidents, a back-up pressure high
nough to cool the core with pure gas natural circulation (guard
ontainment option for passive decay heat removal). Therefore,
he guard containment consists in a pre-stressed concrete struc-
ure - single-cavity cylinder, as close as possible to the primary
ircuit. It is (pre)designed to sustain a static pressure of about
MPa, whereas, in normal operating conditions, it is pressurized
ith dry air at about 1.4 MPa (therefore allowing for potential
ressure increase in accidental conditions). The objective of the
resent study is two-fold:

to prepare and test a preliminary model of the thermal–
hydraulics phenomena in the guard containment looking at
heat transfer to the walls and structures and pressure evolution
versus time,
to consolidate the design presented in Poette (2004) by per-
forming some scoping studies.

The studies are conducted with the ARCTURUS code using
oundary conditions (mass and energy flow rates into the con-
ainment) coming from CATHARE system code calculations.
n the first part, the design of the 600 MW GFR containment
ncluding free volumes, walls area, flow paths between different
olumes is described. These data are a necessary part of the con-
ainment code input deck and the lumped parameter approach
dopted for the ARCTURUS code is also briefly described in
he same section. Then, the second part is devoted to an analysis
f a CATHARE depressurization scenario (1 in. break Loss-Of-
oolant Accident (LOCA) cumulated with station black-out).

.2. Containment geometry and lumped parameter model

escription

A general presentation of the 600 MW GFR reactor is pre-
ented in Fig. 1. The containment is mainly divided into four
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Fig. 1. GFR 600 MW concept: general view of the containment.

ain compartments: the reactor pit with the reactor vessel
nside, the compartment above the reactor pit with the control
ods mechanisms, the Power Conversion System (PCS) com-
artment including mainly the gas turbine, and a surrounding
ompartment with the Residual Heat Removal System (RHRS
omposed of three heat exchangers). These fluid volumes are
nclosed by concrete walls and the different volumes are con-
ected through atmospheric junctions (doors, stairs, . . .). All
his system is included in a reinforced concrete containment

f about 14000 m3. In Table 1, the main characteristics of this
ontainment are reported including free gaseous and heat slabs
olumes. The ARCTURUS Lumped Parameter (LP) approach
f the reactor containment fluid mechanics is based on mass and

able 1
FR 600 MW concept: summary of containment volumes

ame Volume (m3)

ree gas volume 13,560
oncrete basemat 2128
oncrete inner walls 2984
oncrete decks 1920
teel plugs 67
teel liner 19.9
oncrete containment 9388
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nergy balance in sub-compartment and an inertia type equation
s solved to connect together the different sub-compartments
Studer and Dabbene, 2003).

k

dρl
k

dt
+

∑
j

[
ρl

kj

ρkj

Qkj

]
= 0 (1)

k −
∑

l

ρl
k = 0 (2)

Lkj

Skj

dQkj

dt
+ (pj − pk) + Kkj|Qkj|Qkj

2ρkjS
2
kj

− ρkg(zk − zkj)

+ρjg(zj − zkj) = 0 (3)

dρkVkek

dt
+

∑
j

[hkjQkj] = 0 (4)

here Vk represents the volume of compartment k, ρl
kj the den-

ity of species l in the junction between compartment k and j,
kj the total mass density in this junction, Qkj the total mass
ow rate through the junction and ρl

k the density of species l in
he compartment k. In the momentum equation, Kkj represents
friction coefficient in the junction between compartment k and

, of area Skj and length Lkj , and z is the vertical coordinate.
A free volume enclosed in concrete walls may be divided

n several sub-compartments in order to describe the flow pat-
ern inside the containment. Usually, the sub-grid of the lumped
arameter approach is constructed by engineering judgment
nd often verified by some CFD simulations. In the present
tudy, this last item has not been performed because we are
t the design stage and many hypotheses have already been
aken into account due to the lack of information regard-
ng the design drawings. Nevertheless, the experience gained
y simulating Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) containment
hermal–hydraulics (Studer and Dabbene, 2003) can be applied
o GFR containment. A schematic view of the proposed nodal-
zation of the GFR 600 MW containment is given in Figs. 2 and 3.
he reactor cavity and the PCS containment are divided in two

adial sectors and five axial levels. The three axial levels between
8 m and +24 m for the cavity or +27.5 m for the PCS compart-
ent are composed of an inner zone close to the vessels and

n outer zone close to the concrete walls. The RHRS compart-
ent is also composed of five axial levels but four radial sectors

only 3 have a RHRS heat exchanger). The control rods com-
artment is discretized with a single gaseous volume. Finally,
5 compartments are used to describe the gaseous volume of the
ontainment. Four different kinds of heat slabs are considered
n the present model:

the steel plugs;
the concrete inner walls;
the component walls (reactor vessel, PCS, RHRS exchangers

and pipes) used as thermal boundary conditions;
the outer containment walls composed of three layers: a steel
liner of 6 mm, an air gap of 1 mm and finally the external
concrete wall.
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Fig. 2. GFR 600 MW—Proposed nodalization: front view.

Detailed distributions of the different walls between the 45
ompartments are not reported in this article but this gives finally
18 walls. Connections between the different compartments are

odeled by atmospheric junctions. In the proposed nodaliza-

ion two situations may be identified. The first refers to a virtual
odalization of an open volume such as the reactor cavity or

Fig. 3. GFR 600 MW—Proposed nodalization: upper view.
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he power conversion system compartment. For these, all the
ossible connections have been taken into account and the junc-
ion surface is taken as the real open surface, the length as the
istance between the center of each compartment and the fric-
ion coefficient as 0.5 in vertical directions and 1.0 in horizontal
irections. These numbers have been determined during veri-
cation processes (NUPEC M2-2 test and also MISTRA tests
Studer and Dabbene, 2003)). The second situation refers to real
penings between compartments: doors, gratings in floors, holes
or pipes, . . .. Regarding this latter point, the proposed design
s not sufficient to characterize such geometrical details. So, it
as been assumed that a limited number of connections exists
etween the different compartments and compared to French
WR containment a more confined geometry is adopted. Finally,
0 atmospheric junctions are used for the flow pattern nodaliza-
ion.

.3. ARCTURUS/CATHARE depressurization scenario

The fast depressurization of the core vessel occurring after
LOCA in a GCR study is a complex problem. Indeed, com-

lex shock structures traveling and reflecting on the external
ontainment may occur, threatening the integrity of the reac-
or systems. Detailed CFD simulations are needed for such
nalysis and this has been performed using compressible flow
odels of the ARCTURUS code for the safety evaluation of

igh pressure experimental loops. Here, we describe and use a
implified model to determine whether the average increase of
ressure and temperature can threaten the integrity of the con-
ainment. The selected scenario corresponds to a small break
OCA (1 in. equivalent diameter) cumulated with station black-
ut. This depressurization accident scenario has been computed
ith the system code CATHARE (Dumaz et al., 2005) using con-

tant conditions for the containment (pure helium at 10 bar total
ressure). The main hypothesis regarding the accident scenario
re the following:

2.5 cm small break LOCA in the cross-duct cumulated with
station black-out.
Safety core/turbine by-pass valve is in operation.
Natural convection loop with a helium/CO2 heat exchanger
(HEX) which comes into operation when the turbine velocity
goes to zero.
Inertia of the turbomachinary is taken into account and so,
10 bar of back-up pressure are estimated to be sufficient
for residual heat removal by natural convection (preliminary
study).

The main time schedule of the depressurization accident is:

t0: reactor shut-down;

t0 + 10 s: start of reduction of PCS rotation velocity;
t0 + 54 s: stop of the PCS rotation;
t0 + 64 s: He/CO2 HEX in operation;
t0 + 6180 s: equilibrium Pvessel = 10 bar.
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Fig. 4. GFR 600 MW—Injected mass flow rate: CATHARE result of 1 in. break
scenario.
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Fig. 6. GFR 600 MW—ARCTURUS containment results of 1 in. break sce-
nario: Break zone overpressure, maximum temperature and helium volumetric
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ig. 5. GFR 600 MW—Injected enthalpy: CATHARE result of 1 in. break sce-
ario.

and the mass and enthalpy at the break are plotted in
igs. 4 and 5. The injected energy during 10,000 s corresponds to
bout 9.9 GJ. The main containment thermal–hydraulic results
re reported in Table 2 and Fig. 6. Due to slow transient (com-
ared to large break LOCA), the calculated values are far from
he adiabatic ones. Part of the energy is absorbed by the walls.
ndeed, the maximum overpressure is computed at the end of
he sonic phase and the maximum gas temperature in the break

one is reached earlier mainly due to the heat losses to the
alls. Regarding gas mixing, gradients are maintained until the

njected mass flow rate decreases (at about 6000 s). Thermal

p
c
t

able 2
FR 600 MW - Summary of the thermal–hydraulics results for 1 in. break LOCA cum

emperature and helium concentration levels in the injection zone after the equilibrium
emperature increase)

ase �Pmax (bar) Tmax (K) Trel

in. break 1.7 393 ≤ 3
oncentration.

oads to the steel liner are very small for such scenario. Neverthe-
ess, control volumes used in LP codes lead to homogeneisation
nd local effect may be more challenging (CFD simulation
eeded). There is also another important point in the model used
n the present simulation: the heat transfer correlation used by
he computer code (key parameter (Macnab, 1976)). We use

turbulent natural convection correlation along vertical plate
Nu = a(Gr.Pr)1/3). Such correlation, free of length scale (due
o Gr1/3) is suitable for a LP approach. Nevertheless, in a fast
epressurization accident, forced convection (or at least mixed
onvection) occurs near the injection zone. Thus, the heat trans-
er is increased and available correlation introduces a Reynolds
umber (an additional length scale and velocity scale). Selection
f such “user defined” parameters is not straightforward in a LP
pproach and this can be performed by several ways (height of
he compartment, weighted velocities in the atmospheric junc-
ions, . . .). Indeed, a thorough validation process is needed to
mplement such extension and this has not been performed in
he present study.

The next step will the feed-back of these containment
hermal–hydraulic results on the CATHARE simulation (tran-
ient behavior of the back-up pressure, the gas temperature and
he mixture composition). This last example concludes the con-
ainment thermal–hydraulic part. Pressure, gas temperature and
oncentration transient behaviors have been estimated for the
uard containment. These results will be used first to check the

ossible modification of the in-vessel transient (onset of natural
onvection, possible air ingress, . . .) and secondly to evaluate
he structural behavior of the containment.

ulated with station black-out (maximum overpressure and gaseous temperature,
of pressure between containment and reactor vessel and steel liner maximum

.t>teq (K) [He]rel.t>teq (vol%) �Tmax -WRH39 (K)

75 ≤ 13 4 (5000 s)
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. GCR in-vessel thermal–hydraulics

.1. Objectives

This section is dedicated to in-vessel thermal hydraulics stud-
es with ARCTURUS/CAST3M code for both HTR and GFR
eactors. Different thermal hydraulic models are available in
he code including 3D thermal/1D hydraulic and 3D equivalent
orous media formulation. After a short description of these two
ormulations, a cross-comparison is detailed on a simplified test
ase, a single heated channel under forced convection (GFR fuel
ssembly). Then, some recent results obtained with the equiva-
ent porous media formulation at the reactor scale are reported
HTR-10 thermal hydraulics benchmark).

.2. ARCTURUS models description

.2.1. Equivalent porous media formulation
The asymptotic low Mach number flow model using equiv-

lent porous media formulation developed for the ARCTURUS
ode solves the following set of equations: let us first introduce
he porous media velocity

�D = β�u (5)

here β represents the porosity (ratio of fluid volume to total
olume) and �u the velocity. The dynamic pressure p′ (P(x, t) =
(t) + p′(x, t)) is recovered from the velocity divergence con-

train:

· �uD = − 1

ρf

(
β

∂ρf

∂t
+ �uD · �∇ρf

)
(6)

here ρf represents the fluid density. The velocity field �uD is
btained from the momentum equation:

ρf

β

∂�uD

∂t
+ ρf

β2 �uD · �∇�uD = �F + ρf�g − �∇p′ + μ + μT

β
���uD (7)

here �F represents the frictional pressure loss, �g the gravity and
T the turbulent viscosity. The fluid temperature Tf comes from

he fluid energy balance:

fCpfβ
∂Tf

∂t
+ ρfCpf�uD · �∇Tf = β∇ · (λ + λT) �∇Tf + Wfs (8)

here λT represents the turbulent heat conductivity and Wfs the
eat flux inside the porous media determined by correlations for
he heat exchange coefficient. Then, the solid temperature Ts is
xpressed from the solid energy balance:

1 − β)ρsCps
∂Ts

∂t
= λeq�Ts − Wfs + Φrad + Φneutro (9)

here λeq represents the equivalent thermal conductivity of the
omogenized porous media, Φrad the power exchanged by ther-
al radiation and Φ the nuclear power. Finally, the equation
neutro

f state is used with constant thermodynamic pressure (steady-
tate) to recover the fluid density ρf:

fTf = constant (10)

3

N
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The spatial discretization uses finite elements (Q2P1:
uadratic for velocity and linear for pressure) and the numer-
cal method uses semi implicit incremental projection method
Studer and Dabbene, 2003). The linear system is solved by
sing classical iterative methods. Thermal radiation is based on
lassical grey surfaces emissivity in enclosures methods avail-
ble in the CAST3M code.

.2.2. 3D thermal/1D hydraulic formulation
A simplified steady state model has been implemented in

he CAST3M/ARCTURUS code in order to study the thermal
ehavior of a vertical fuel assembly under normal conditions or
n case of accidental blocked channel. In this model, the ther-

al behavior is supposed to be 3D and the flow is assumed 1D.
he thermal coupling between the both is performed via corre-

ations. Thermal radiation and pressure losses are neglected in
his geometry configuration. With the above assumptions, the
ystem of equation reduces to:

energy conservation in the solid part

∇ · (−λs∇Ts) = Ws (11)

where λs is the homogenized fuel heat conductivity, Ts the
fuel temperature and Ws is the power generated in the reactor
core.
mass conservation in the fluid region

Schannel
∂ρfw

∂z
= 0 (12)

where z is the vertical coordinate, ρf the coolant density, w

the coolant vertical velocity and Schannel is the fluid channel
cross section.
energy conservation in the fluid region

Schannel
∂ρfCpfwTf

∂z
= Schannel

∂

∂z

(
λf

∂Tf

∂z

)
+ Wf (13)

where Cpf is the coolant heat capacity, Tf the coolant temper-
ature, λf the coolant heat conductivity and Wf the volumetric
heat source described below.

Regarding boundary conditions, the coolant temperature (Tf)
nd the coolant mass flow rate (ρfw) at the inlet are imposed,
ero flux conditions are supposed on the outer solid surface and
or the surface between coolant and solid

λs
∂Ts

∂n
= h(Ts − Tf) (14)

here n is the normal vector and h a heat exchange coeffi-
ient described below. The coolant properties including ρf are
upposed to be temperature-dependent (Melese and Katz, 1984).
.2.3. Coupling between fuel and coolant channels
From the Colburn correlation,

u = 0.023Re0.8Pr1/3 (15)
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Table 3
Main characteristics of the GFR 600 MW “CerCer performant”

Thermal power (MW) 600
Power density (MW/m3) 103
Diameter of the helium channels (cm) 1.65
Porosity (%) 55
Height of the reactor core (m) 1.95
Diameter of the reactor core (m) 1.95
I
I

w
R

N

R

P

t

T

o
m
i

3
n

c
G
i

•

•

•

f
I

T
V

C

F
F
N
H

njection helium mass flow rate (kg/s) 312.5
nlet helium temperature (◦C) 480

here the non-dimensional numbers (Nu Nusselt number, Re
eynolds number and Pr Prandtl number) are:

u = hdH

λf
(16)

e = ρfwdH

μf
(17)

r = μfCpf

λf
(18)

hese numbers are evaluated at a mean temperature:

m = Ts + Tf

2
(19)

ne can deduce the heat exchange coefficient h. Then, the volu-
etric heat source Wf can easily be expressed from the surface

ntegration of (14) at a given elevation z0.

.3. Elementary test case: GFR fuel assembly under
ormal conditions

Comparison of the two previous models on a simplified test
ase is performed in this section. The test case correspond to
FR prismatic fuel element with the main characteristics defined

n Table 3. Additional hypotheses are assumed:

a cosine shape of the power density is selected with the same
axial peaking factor (1.5),
no irradiation effect has been taken into account on the thermal
conductivity of the fuel element,
helium is supposed to behave as a perfect gas.
The maximum temperatures are compared in Table 4. A dif-
erence of about 90 ◦C is computed between the two models.
f one compares the homogenized temperature of the 1D–3D

able 4
erification of the proposed model

haracteristic 1D–3D model 2D axis model

uel maximum temperature (◦C) 1161.9 1072.9
luid maximum temperature (◦C) 848.8 849.6
usselt number (min/max) 135–170 140–175
eat exchange coefficient (min/max)
(W/m2/K)

3086–3276 3072–3249

Fig. 7. Comparison 1D–3D model and Equivalent Porous media model—
v
t

m
e
t
m
s
t

ertical profiles (Top: helium temperature, Middle: homogenized fuel tempera-
ure, Bottom: fluid velocity.

odel (surface homogenization at each axial level), the differ-
nce decreases to about 40 ◦C (Fig. 7). The main reason for
hat difference is the non azimuthal symmetry of the 1D–3D
odel (Fig. 8). The maximum fuel temperature is located at the
ame location for the both models. The computed pressure drop
hrough the reactor core is about 0.15 bar (1.95 m in height) in
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ig. 8. Verification of proposed model—3D temperature field: Solid Tempera-
ure between 480 and 1162 ◦C (1D–3D model).

he equivalent porous media model and this is comparable to the
alue estimated by classical correlations. By using the friction
oefficient correlation (Blasius type)

= 0.316Re−0.25 (20)

he pressure drops can be estimated by a simplified momentum
alance (inlet and outlet pressure drops are neglected):

out − pin = [ρ̄f − ρf,m]gL − [ρf,outu
2
out − ρf,inu

2
in]

−1

2

ρf,mfmL

dH
u2

m (21)

here the subscript ‘in’ refers to the inlet conditions, ‘out’ to
he outlet conditions, ρf,m corresponds to the mean value of
he density in the reactor core and ρ̄f to the external conditions
it is assumed regarding the plenum volumes that the external
ondition is composed of 80% of the hot helium and 20% of the
old helium). This gives the following results for the different
erms of the pressure difference:

gravity term: 6 Pa,
inertia term: 3976 Pa,
friction term: 11,669 Pa.

As expected, the friction term represents the main part of
he pressure difference under forced convection conditions. So,
he total pressure difference is about 0.156 bar. Finally, we

an conclude that our equivalent porous media gives accurate
esults and has been checked under forced convection con-
itions. Verification of this model is the subject of the next
ection.

t
a
s
s

Fig. 9. HTR-10—Vessel view.

.4. HTR-10 benchmark exercise

HTR-10 is a pebble bed High Temperature gas cooled reactor
esigned, constructed and operated by the Institute of Nuclear
nergy Technology (INET) in China. Full power operation with
core outlet temperature at 700 ◦C was achieved in January

003. This reactor operates with a primary helium pressure of
bout 3 MPa and a core inlet temperature of 250 ◦C. The bench-
ark proposed within the IAEA/CRP5 framework (Dong and
un, 2003) is devoted to steady state temperature distribution

nside the reactor vessel for Full Power Initial Core (FPIC).
t has been proposed both for code-to-code and for code-to-
xperiment benchmarking. Thermocouples have been installed
n the reactor cavity to provide the experimental results. CEA
ontributes to this benchmark exercise with the ARCTURUS
FD code (equivalent porous media formulation). A vertical
ross-section of the HTR-10 Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV)
s described in depth and plotted in Fig. 9. The active core is
ylinder-shaped and cone-shaped at the bottom to unload fuel
lements. It is surrounded by graphite reflectors categorized as

op, side and bottom reflectors. The active core and the reflectors
re enclosed in a core vessel radially and upper and lower core
upport plates axially. Stagnant helium between this core ves-
el and the reactor pressure vessel acts as insulation and most
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Z = 170 cm in Fig. 11 (the reference point (0,0) is located in
Fig. 10. HTR-10—Specified mass flow-rate distribution.

f the heat is transfered by thermal radiation. After entering
he RPV, the cold helium flows downwards through the annu-
ar gap between the core vessel and the RPV. Then it changes
ts flow direction to flow upwards. A small part of this cold
elium goes through the cone-shaped discharging tube to cool
he fuel elements and after merges with the hot helium. The

ajor part of helium goes around the core support structures
nd enters into the cold helium channels in the side reflector.
t the top of this reflector, cold helium is collected in the upper

lenum and then for a second time, it changes its flow direc-
ion. Part of this helium goes through the control rods channels
nd is collected in a small plenum above. The main stream of

t
d
n

Fig. 12. HTR-10—CAST3M/ARC
ig. 11. HTR-10—CAST3M/ARCTURUS results: radial temperature profiles
in the solid region).

elium flows through the active core and is collected in the lower
ot plenum (Fig. 10). Correlations (friction pressure drops, heat
ransfer in the pebble bed, . . .), delivered nuclear power dis-
ribution and material properties (solids and helium coolant)
ave been provided in the specification document (Dong and
un, 2003). Constitutive relations are very important but are not
iscussed in the present article because there have been pro-
ided in the benchmark specification document. Illustrations of
he ARCTURUS results compared to the provided experimen-
al results (Dong and Sun, 2004) are given below. Interpretation
f the differences are still under discussion and so, only a few
omments are reported. Three radial solid temperature profiles
ave been selected for comparison at Z = 0 cm, Z = 80 cm and
he upper center of the pebble bed). First, the computed results
o not start at 0.0 m radius because of symmetry axis translation
eeded by quadratic finite element discretization. Second, the

TURUS mesh description.
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Table 5
HTR-10 benchmark: hot helium plenum temperature near the outlet (Tsol: solid temperature, Tflu: fluid temperature, dT/dr: radial solid temperature gradient and
dT/dz axial solid temperature gradient)

Nb. R (cm) Z (cm) Calculated Tsol (◦C) Calculated Tflu (◦C) dT/dr (◦C/m) dT/dz (◦C/m) Experimental T (◦C)

1
1

c
d
e
i
s
fl
m
a
t
h
c
t
(
t
n
p
2
t
d
t
c

F
fi

c
e
p
o

4
n

t
b
e
o
w
o
s
p

4 40 234 783 785
5 60 234 740 742

omputed profile at Z = 170 cm is not reported in the active core
ue to grid deformation (see Fig. 12). The comparison with the
xperimental results shows a rather poor comparison especially
n the middle core axial level. Nevertheless, it seems that the
lopes are rather well predicted (correctly computed conduction
uxes). One important reason for that deviation could be the ther-
al effect of the by-pass through the control rods. In this region,
by-pass of 2% of the total mass flow rate creates a laminar flow

hrough the control rods channels and in the computation, the
eat extracted by this convective transfer may be perhaps too low
ompared to the reactor case. In the hot helium plenum (Table 5),
he calculated temperatures are lower than the measured ones
about 20 ◦C) and the radial difference is adequate. One has
o remember that the computed values correspond to homoge-
ized values of the solid temperature and no reconstruction is
roposed in the present study to recover the solid temperature. A
D view of the computed solid temperature and velocity fields in

he core region is given in Fig. 13. This benchmark exercise has
emonstrated the capabilities of CAST3M/ARCTURUS code
o simulate steady state temperature fields including complex
onvective, conductive and radiative heat transfers. Some dis-

ig. 13. HTR-10—CAST3M/ARCTURUS: solid temperature and Velocity
eld (zoom).

c
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4

c
n
t
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t
o
2
t
o
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4

p
b

−159 −8 800.2
−220 −55 763.1

repancies between the calculated and the measured values still
xist especially where convective heat transfer is important (by-
ass regions). Some adjustment may be done after discussions
f the present results with the experimental team.

. Coupling between thermal–hydraulics and
eutronics in HTR

One of the principal objectives of CEA’s R&D on HTR is
he development of a global simulation system. This model will
e used for the design of different reactor configurations, the
valuation of their performances and finally the optimization
f the different design parameters. Coupling thermal–hydraulic
ith the neutronic modeling allows to determine the impact
f the temperature feed-back on the neutronic parameters
uch as cross-sections, power distribution but also the tem-
erature coefficient (Doppler, moderator), critical position of
ontrol rods (Yadigaroglu et al., 2003; Rademer et al., 2004;
eitsma et al., 2004). A preliminary version of neutronic
nd thermal–hydraulic coupling system, based on a generic
hermal–hydraulic model (Studer and Coulon, 2003), and v0
eutronic calculation scheme (Limaiem et al., 2005) was devel-
ped in the past. In the next paragraph we present the new
oupling system. This new simulation system is based on the
ne hand on an improved thermal–hydraulic model (described
n the previous paragraphs) and on the other hand on the v2 neu-
ronic calculation scheme. In this section, first, the new coupling
ystem is detailed. Then, some results of the sensitivity study are
iscussed. And finally an example of coupling is detailed.

.1. Coupling system architecture

The architecture of the coupling system is built on the
ombination of two computer codes: CRONOS2 for the core
eutronic calculation and CAST3M/ARCTURUS for the core
hermal–hydraulics calculation (Fig. 14). Linux PIPE system
les supervise the data exchange between the different calcula-

ions. The coupling system is very complex. In fact, it depends
n many numerical and physical parameters (Limaiem et al.,
005). In order to evaluate the importance of each parameter and
o reduce the system dependency on those parameters, we carry
ut a sensitivity study to evaluate the weight of each parameter
nd the accuracy of system.

.2. Coupling system parameter sensitivity study
The sensitivity study involves many numerical and physical
arameters. An exhaustive review of the system variables has
een established. Only the main parameters are preserved for
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Fig. 14. Schematic description of the ther

he sensitivity study. The selected parameters are the following:

radial and axial meshing in the thermal–hydraulics calculation
modeling,
axial meshing in the neutronic calculation modeling,
number of power and temperature values exchanged between
the neutronic and the thermal–hydraulics calculation,
the number of depletion regions in the fuel element,
the homogeneous thermal conductivity in the coupling sys-
tem,
helium by-pass repartition,
the equivalent hydraulic diameter of the inter-assembly

helium gap,
accuracy in the calculation of neutron flux during the coupling
calculation,
fuel burn-up distribution in the core.

d
m
t

Fig. 15. Reference meshing for the ra
ydraulic/neutronic coupling architecture.

Results dealing only with radial and axial thermal–hydraulic
eshing are detailed below. The geometry used for this study

elates to an annular prismatic blocks core type. For each sen-
itivity study a reference configuration is defined. It allows
omparison between different test cases. We choose this method
ince at present time there are no available thermal and neutronic
xperimental results for HTR reactor. A reference case is char-
cterized by a fine meshing and optimal set of input parameters
or both neutronic and thermal–hydraulic calculations.

.2.1. Radial meshing study for the thermal–hydraulics
odeling

We define a reference thermal–hydraulics radial meshing

escribed in Fig. 15. The same radial meshing as in the neutronic
odeling is used (Limaiem et al., 2005). Then, we compare

hese results to a coarse grid configuration described in Fig. 16.

dial meshing sensitivity study.
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Fig. 16. Different test configuratio

n the reference configuration, there are 36 meshes in the stan-
ard fuel and reflector assemblies (61 in the control assemblies).
he number of meshes in the test configuration is reduced to 6

n the standard fuel and reflector assemblies (32 in the con-
rol assemblies). On the one hand, for the reference case, we
xchange 54 power values and 36 temperatures per assembly.
n the other hand, we exchange only 6 power values and 6

emperature values in the test configuration. The number of
emperature values exchanged between the neutronic and the
hermal–hydraulics calculation is directly related to the num-
er of depletion regions defined in the neutronic modeling. The
emperature and the power values exchanged between codes
re calculated by homogenization procedures. The comparison
etween reference and test case is made on both detailed and
ntegral neutronic and thermal–hydraulics results of the coupling
alculation such as:

neutronic eigenvalue,
1D/2D/3D power and temperature distribution,
power axial offset,
energy distribution in the core.

For all coupling calculations made in the sensitivity study, all
eutronic modeling parameters are fixed so we could evaluate
roperly the influence of the thermal–hydraulic meshing. The
omparison of the 2D power and thermal distributions between
he reference (fine mesh) and the test configuration (N1 - coarse

esh) shows variations under 1% of the power for 80% of the
eshes in Fig. 17. For the 2D thermal distribution variations

re under 2 K on 70% of the meshes in Fig. 17. For all the
nvestigated test configurations, variations never exceed 3% of
he power and 30 K. These differences are located in regions
haracterized by an important power and temperature gradient
between fuel and reflector assemblies). If we only take into
ccount the coupling calculation CPU time of each configura-

ion, we could choose test configuration N1 of thermal–hydraulic

eshing for the 3D calculation. Indeed, the reference con-
guration takes twice as much CPU time calculation of test
onfiguration N1 (thermal–hydraulic part). Moreover, the dis-

•
•
•

estigated in the sensitivity study.

repancies observed on the neutronic power are under 1% for
0% of the calculation meshes. This value of 1% is acceptable
ince we define this value as convergence criteria for the power
istribution during the coupling calculation. In other words, vari-
tions less than 1% have no interest because the precision in the
ower distribution is 1%. The temperature variation concerning
he test configuration N1 is also acceptable since we are under
K on 70% of the meshes.

.2.2. Axial meshing study for the thermal–hydraulics
odeling
We use the same method as the one defined for the

adial mesh. We select an axial meshing reference for
hermal–hydraulics modeling in Fig. 18. Then we made com-
arison to coarser grid configurations in Fig. 19 (we present
nly one test case). All thermal–hydraulics configurations are
oupled with a reference neutronic calculation modeling. The
esults of the comparison between the reference axial mesh-
ng and the meshing test configuration N2 shows differences in
emperature that reaches 30 K in the fuel assemblies zone of
he core in Fig. 20 (at each axial level, a 2D examination of
he power and temperature field is performed). In the other part
f the core temperature difference varies from −15 K to +15 K.
hese temperature variations cause differences in the power dis-

ribution of 5% in certain regions of the core. We demonstrate
hat the use of four axial calculation points per assembly in the
hermal–hydraulics modeling reduces the temperature discrep-
ncies to 5 K. In this study, the differences on power distribution
re under 2%.

The radial and axial meshing study performed in the
hermal–hydraulic modeling of the coupling system allows us
o evaluate the impact of the meshing on the neutronic and ther-

al results of the coupling system. Thus, we define an optimal
hermal–hydraulics model for the coupling system described as
he following:
6 radial meshes for standard assemblies,
32 radial meshes for control assemblies,
5 axial meshes for standard and control assemblies,
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ig. 17. Radial meshing study: N1 test configuration results compared to the ref
ith a certain level of power and temperature differences.

Exchange of 6 radial power and temperature values for stan-
dard assemblies (32 for the control assemblies),
Exchange of 1 or 5 power and temperature values for standard

and control assemblies.

This optimal model is used today to calculate different steady
tate situation of the GTM-HR core reactor.

t
i
p
p

Fig. 18. Reference geometry for the axial meshing
ones. The differences are expressed in terms of percentages of the grid meshes

.2.3. Some neutronic and thermal–hydraulics results of
he coupling system

These results concern the coupling configuration defined in

he last paragraph in Fig. 20. The convergence of the coupling
terative calculation is obtained when the variations of the 3D
ower and temperature distributions are less than 1% for the
ower and 1 K for the temperature (between two successive iter-

study (6 radial meshes and 5 axial meshes).
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Fig. 19. Geometry of the examined test configuration.

Fig. 20. Axial distribution of temperature differences betw

Fig. 21. 3D results (left: Solid temperature, right: Neutron power density).
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een coarse and fine axial thermal–hydraulic grids.

tion of the coupling calculation). Only some results are reported
elow. The temperature inside the core varies from 480 (helium
nlet temperature at the top of the core) to 1210 ◦C in the bottom
f the core (Fig. 21). The hottest point of the core is located
t 2.5 m above the bottom of the core. The thermal feedback
mpacts the axial power distribution. It induces a shift of the
ower peaking factot from the middle of the core (in a constant
emperature hypothesis) to the top of the core (Fig. 21). The
verage helium temperature at the outlet of the core is 915 ◦C
480 ◦C at the core inlet). In steady-state conditions, the helium
ower in the bottom of the core is 100 MW. Ninety-four percent
f the energy is taken from the fuel assemblies, 4% from control
od cavity (large cavities where control rods are inserted) and
% from the reflector by-pass. Helium velocity varies from 23
o 48 m/s. Due to thermal dilatation, the helium velocity is more
mportant in the hottest region of the core.

. Conclusions
This paper has described some flows and heat transfer mod-
ls of the CAST3M/ARCTURUS code and applications to
imulate the thermal–hydraulic behavior of gas cooled reac-
ors (containment and in-vessel). Different models are available
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epending on the geometrical length scale. A thorough vali-
ation process is being conducted using basic separate effect
ests, in-house experiments and international benchmarks. Sur-
ace radiation and interaction between convective and radiative
eat transfer are important phenomena that have to be accu-
ately modeled to quantify the different temperature levels or
xtracted power suitable to design, enhance the performance
nd ensure a high safety level of the different reactors. Contain-
ent thermal–hydraulics following a depressurization accident

s also important to quantify pressure and thermal loads on com-
onents (guard containment) and to provide transient back-up
ressure for the onset of natural convection inside the vessel
GFR concepts). This last point is a difficult task that will be
nvestigated in the future with the CAST3M/ARCTURUS code.
oupling with neutronics is a key aspect of gas cooled reac-

ors and CAST3M/CRONOS2 allows the study of these strongly
oupled phenomena. Sensitivity studies have demonstrated the
eight of the different parameters. Verification of this coupling
ill be the next step when some experimental results (HTTR)

re available.
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